AMBER

Friday 9th October 2020
Overall Objective: To be able to write a diary entry.
Learning Objective: I can edit and improve a piece of writing.

Edit and Improve the Diary Entry.
Dear diary,

Earlier today I went to emilys party. I had so much fun. They was
lots of buns to eat. We played party games. First we played musical
statues. Then we played pass the parcel. Then we sang happy birthday.
Then we got sum cake and a party bag. Then we went home. It was
the best part ever. I cant wait until its my birthday.
alice

Identify the errors then write out the correct sentences in your book.
Find and fix 3 punctuation errors in the first sentence.
Earlier today I went to emilys party.
Hint – fronted adverbials, proper nouns and possessive apostrophe.

Find and fix a grammar error in this sentence.
They was lots of buns to eat.
Hint – Standard English.

Find and fix a spelling error in this sentence.
Then we got sum cake and a party bag.

Find and fix 2 punctuation errors in this sentence.
I cant wait until its my birthday.
Hint – apostrophe for a contraction.

Friday 9th October 2020

GREEN

Overall Objective: To be able to write a diary entry.
Learning Objective: I can edit and improve a piece of writing.

Edit and Improve the Diary Entry.
Dear diary,

Earlier today I went to emilys party. I had so much fun. They was
lots of buns to eat. We played party games. First we played musical
statues. Then we played pass the parcel. Then we sang happy birthday.
Then we got sum cake and a party bag. Then we went home. It was
the best part ever. I cant wait until its my birthday.
alice

Use your green pen to identify the errors then write out the paragraph
correctly in your book. See the hints below.


Three punctuation errors in the first sentence.



A grammar error in the third sentence.



One spelling error.



Two punctuation errors in the final sentence.



Vary the use of time conjunctions (then).

Friday 9th October 2020

BLUE

Overall Objective: To be able to write a diary entry.
Learning Objective: I can edit and improve a piece of writing.

Edit and Improve the Diary Entry.
Dear diary,

Earlier today I went to emilys party. I had so much fun. They was
lots of buns to eat. We played party games. First we played musical
statues. Then we played pass the parcel. Then we sang happy birthday.
Then we got sum cake and a party bag. Then we went home. It was
the best part ever. I cant wait until its my birthday.
alice



Re-write the paragraph in your book.



Fix any spelling, punctuation and grammar errors.



Expand and improve the diary entry – make it more interesting and
exciting!

